Accessories
Reflectors
Triple reflectors are best suited for the
purpose of reflecting light in light barrier
systems. Reflective films are only used as
a second choice alternative. Triple reflectors are designed as small, pyramid-shaped
triple mirrors, joined to provide a reflection
surface. Three pyramid-shaped mirror
surfaces joined at 90° reflect the incident
light three times on one mirror surface.
They reflect the light beam by 180° back
in the source direction. Vibration, slight
movement and displacement up to 30°
with respect to the optical axis of the triple
reflector do not interrupt the light beam.
A reflective film can also be tilted or
displaced. In this case, in contrast to the
triple reflector, the degree of reflection
diminishes considerably as such films use
small mirrors together with micro glass
pearls to reflect light. An advantage of
reflective film, however, is its flexibility in
installation. Although its reflection quality
can be improved by means of a triple
structure in the film, it still does not match
the degree of reflection achieved by a triple
reflector. In general, a plane mirror must
not be displaced. The angle of incidence
of the light beam directed at such mirrors
must precisely correspond to the angle of
reflection about the optical axis to ensure
effective reflection in the light barrier
receiver (optoelectric sensor).
The specified ranges of the reflection light
barriers refer to the RTS-083 KK and RTS060 KK reflector. Essentially, the size of the
reflector should be selected according to
the sensing range and the size of the
object to be detected. The object should
ideally be larger than the reflector so that
it completely covers the reflector.

Example: OR20RS
Reflector

Range

RTS-D33 KK
RTS-D83 KK
RTS-60 KK
RFS-100 KK

4.0 m
8.0 m
8.0 m
6.0 m

Ranges of other reflection light barriers
available on request.
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Type designation
Article number
Diameter

RTS-D33 KK
6572110010
33 mm

RTS-D83 KK
6572107003
83 mm

Type designation
Article number
Structure

RTS-60 KK
6572100007
60 x 41 mm

RFS-100 KK
6572300001
100 x 100 mm Self-adhesive film

